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THE FIELDLINE® ALPHA OPS DAYPACKTM — DO MORE WITH LESS 

 
The Ideal Blend of Comfort, Concealment and Capacity for All-day Operations 

 
A daypack serves one simple function — the ability to carry as much gear as possible in as small of a pack as 
possible.  If doing more with less is the motto of your next mission then the Fieldline® Alpha Ops DaypackTM is for you. 

The Fieldline Alpha Ops features a roomy 17.25 in x 12.5 in x 6.5 in / 43.8 cm x 31.75 cm x 16.5 cm capacity of cargo 
space — and that is just to start. The entire front and side panels are fully fitted with MOLLE attachments giving the 
user even more options for loading, securing and carrying gear. 

Inside the Fieldline Alpha Ops Daypack gets even better. The Fieldline Alpha Ops was designed to carry up to two 
liters of your favorite liquid. After adding your reservoir, the Fieldline Alpha Ops daypack makes hydration convenient 
and easy thanks to the left or right Velcro® closures for your hydration tube.  

The extra-large main compartment features zippered mesh pockets; large secondary compartment with built-in gear 
organizer and fleece-lined sunglass pouch. Whether catching a tune or monitoring an emergency radio frequency, the 
Fieldline Alpha Ops is ready to support your mission with a digital media pouch and integrated headphone port. 

All of the storage in the world would be meaningless unless the daypack is properly designed for comfort. The 
Fieldline Alpha Ops Daypack excels at this requirement with its yoked shoulder-strap system and adjustable sternum 
slider. The Fieldline Alpha Ops also features side compression straps that allow you to balance your load for  
added comfort. 
 
Fieldline has not forgotten the small details of fine pack construction either and engineered the Alpha Ops with dual 
grommeted drain holes; a heavy-duty padded handle and Velcro® nametape and patch holders. 

The Fieldline Alpha ops Daypack was designed for concealment and the tactically minded. Given the unique 
requirements of modern operators, the Alpha Ops is available in Black or Coyote. 

Fieldline is committed to providing high-quality backpacks, duffels and lifestyle accessories built to last a lifetime. This 
commitment allows Fieldline to warranty every item it makes against defects in workmanship and materials for the life 
of the product. 

To learn more about the Fieldline Alpha Ops Daypack or any of the companyʼs rugged tactical packs and 
accessories, contact: Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353. 
Or visit online at www.fieldline.com.  ʻLikeʼ the company on Facebook: www.facebook.com/fieldline.  
 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com.  
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